
Radek Malý       Pavel Čech

Salt Water Sea 
Moře slané vody

Poetry
age +6

The inimitable poet Radek Malý won 
the Magnesia Litera prize for his co-
llection Postman Wind. In the new 
book the author focuses on the my-
stery of the sea, its cruelty and its 
magnificence.

age +6

Ivan Binar       Andrea Tachezy

Borivoj and Flo the Flea 
Bořivoj a blecha Fló

Funny

Very funny and a little absurd story  
about an unusual friendship. 
Flo the flea has trouble finding a permanent home. The-
re’s always something she doesn’t like, until she finds 
Borivoj. He is about to set off for a journey around the 
world so she joins him. On their way they experience 
many an adventure and, what is more, Borivoj finds 
some thing, or rather someone, he has been longing for. 

Humorous

STORY

Alois Mikulka

Astrotales 
Kosmopohádky

Tales
age +6

Humorous and nonsensical stories about two as-
tronauts and all that they see during their voyage 
through space. A cube planet where every clock is 
square is just one of the fascinating worlds readers 
will encounter.

V intage
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London Book Fair – stand T 325
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Ondřej Müller       Zdeněk Miler

Help Little Mole 
Hledáme s Krtkem

Board book

age +2

Little Mole and Mouse are fixing up their favorite car, 
but some of the nuts and bolts have gotten lost. Whe-
re are they? And where did all the mugs go? Little Mole 
can’t find anything! Help Little Mole find everything he 
has lost! This book helps the littlest readers improve 
their focus and observation as they, in turn, help Little 
Mole and his friends.

new

Little
Mole

age +5

Igor Mandík       Alice Sinkner

Puffee of Fairy Tale Junction 
Pufík z Pohádkové Lhoty

Tales with augmented reality

With the help of a smart phone 
and the interactive “Puffee” app, 
the book’s illustrations come to 
life and children can enter the 
stories themselves; an amazing 
pallet of sound effects completes 
the magical atmosphere. Discover 
a new dimension to reading! 

Ilona Fišerová       Petr Morkes

On Eagles’ Wings 
Na orlích křídlech

Adventure

age +9

Tomáš and his friends love kite-skating, riding on a 
skateboard pulled by a kite. They call themselves The 
Brotherhood of the Eagle’s Wing, almost as if they 
sensed that their hobby would lead them to cross 
paths with smugglers of exotic birds. And so begins 
an adventure story full of mystery and suspense.

   the manuscript won Albatros‘ literary contest  
in the 21st Century Adventure category

   contains a detailed description on the topic  
of endangered birds

   follows in the tradition of stories by writers like 
Enid Blyton: a group of children solves a mystery, 
which later turns out to be a crime

   combines adventure with 
more serious topics, such as 
the illegal trafficking of rare 
birds, the  effect a mother’s 
death has on the relationship 
between a father and son, 
and the confusing emotions 
that come with first love

Albatros
L iterar y

Award

21st
 

Century 
Adventure

innovative



Monika Brýdová

Playing with Polymer Clay 
Hrajeme si s FIMO hmotou

Crochet with Beads 
Háčkování s korálky

Art techniques

Art techniques

age +12

age +12

Relax and create with polymer clay! Now you easily 
can, since we are offering techniques, ideas, and in-
spiration. In this book you will find twenty creative 
projects, so look forward to learning patterns like the 
Lizard, the mysterious Hidden Magic, the patchwork-
like Bargello, the shiny Fish, and many others. All the 
methods are explained step-by-step, accompanied by 
rich photographs and descriptions of the basic mate-
rials and tools.

   Engines
  New inventions
  Aerospace technology
  Electricity
  Gadgets
  Plastics
  Nanotechnology 

Necklaces, bracelets, headbands and other bead can all 
be created with crochet. While crocheting beaded jewelry 
may seem extremely complicated, it is actually decepti-
vely simple. You just need to know how to hold the cro-
chet hook, how to make a strong loop and indulge in your 
fantasies. Besides, you can bring your yarn, beads and 
crotchet hook anywhere you go. It won’t take up much 
space in your bag and you can crochet while you travel, 
wait in line, or even sit in the doctor’s office.

Radka Fleková

beautiful 

projects, creative 

tips, and inspiration 

for crocheting

Radek Chajda

Young Engineer 
Mladý technik

Modern technology

age +12

Do you know where lightning balls come from? 
How to become invisible? When the first robot 
was made? How lie detectors work? This book 
presents a mosaic of contemporary issues and 
curiosities from the technical world. 

Progress is marching ahead quicker than ever, but we are 
still trying to drive, fly and sail faster (and more economi-
cally and ecologically). 

We also want better technology for our households and 
higher industrial production. This book guides us through 
the world of modern technology, helping us understand 
why and how the things around us work. For further in-
sight, the book also presents a history of technology. It 
also teaches you how to use items you can easily find at 
home to make simple, yet functional machines, like a sail-
wagon, a solar lighter, and a rocket from matches.

Origami 
Origami

Hobby

age +10

Recommended by origami master David Brill 
Origami is a worldwide phenomenon, and there is an 
immense number of books devoted to the topic; however, 
this book is truly unique:  it is an actual textbook for origami; 
utilizing diagrams that will be understood anywhere in the 
world. Among other things, the book contains exclusive 
heretofore unpublished models by the undisputed masters 
of the art: Steven Casey and Joseph Wu.

Ondřej Cibulka



Václav Cílek       Renáta Fučíková

Pavel Mandys et al.

Hynek Palát

Homelands 
Krajiny domova

2 x 101 Books for Kids  
and Young Adults

2 x 101 knih pro děti a mládež

Anatomy of Steam  
Locomotives

Anatomie parních lokomotiv

Regional, traveling, history

Encyclopaedia of children’s books

Technical encyclopaedia

age +9

age +9

age +14

46 portraits of Czech regions. Beautifully illustrated 
by awarded artist Renáta Fučíková, the publication 
shows how to “read” landscapes, their origins, their 
history, and the people who live in them. “Find your 
own countryside, and devote some time to it. You’ll be 
richly rewarded,” says the author Václav Cílek, popular 
geologist and philosopher.

This publication summarizes the history of writing for 
children and young adults, selecting the most important, 
interesting, and beloved titles. Here, alongside classics 
like the tales of Hans Christian Andersen, The Little 
Prince, and The Six Bullerby Children, you’ll also find 
lesser-known literary gems from all over the world that 
deserve the attention of our readers.

This full-color encyclopaedia features a detailed guide 
to steam locomotives and introduces the reader to their 
construction, their components, their repairs and their 
maintenance, the history of steam engines, and inte-
resting facts about their use. The book also includes 
fascinating details on special types as well as color pho-
tographs from the very beginning of the railway history.

adults

Miloš Macourek       Kája Saudek

Muriel and the Angels 
Muriel a andělé

Comics

Never before or since have any Czech comics approached 
the ambitions and design of Muriel and the Angels—they 
are comparable to the world’s best graphic novels. If 
this collection had been allowed to come out at the end 
of the sixties, when they were originally written, the 
development of Czech comics would surely have gone 
in a very different direction. Even today, these comics 
haven’t lost any of their appeal. 

unusual
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